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We are all familiar with search engines and how efficient they are in finding
relevant web pages from key words. It is a much more difficult problem to
start with a key image and find relevant images on the web or in other large
databases. The development of mathematical theories that enable this came
to the forefront about 20 years ago when the FBI turned to mathematicians
to help it search its own fingerprint database. At the time, the FBI had about
200 million fingerprint cards in its archive which when digitized amounted
to 2000 terabytes of data. Of course, 20 years ago just storing this amount
of data was a huge expense, but the real problem was devising an automatic
method for searching the database looking for fingerprint matches.

Enter the mathematical theory of wavelets which allowed the entire data-
base to be compressed to about 1/13th its original size without significantly
degrading the image quality. The following figures illustrate the idea. Figure
1(a) shows a high resolution scan of a fingerprint. Figures 1(b), (c) and (d)
show reconstructions of the original from a wavelet transform of the origi-
nal, keeping only 5%, 2%, and 1% of the original wavelet transformed data,
respectively. Deciding what data to keep and what to discard is illustrated
in Figure 2. Any white dot represents data that is kept and any black dot
represents data that is discarded. Figure 2(a) show the positions of the data
needed to reconstruct the exact original image. Figure 2 (b), (c) and (d)
show the positions of the discarded (black) data. Exactly what is going on
here is for this comps group to figure out!

Specifically, this comps project will consist of directed reading on the
theory of wavelets culminating in a project that illustrates the theory.
The directed reading will assume only a knowledge of linear algebra especially
orthogonality in inner product spaces. At least one student in the group will
need to have programming experience.
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Figure 1. Wavelet compressed fingerprint images



(a) location of wavelet transform data of original (b) 5% data retained

(c) 2% data retained (d) 1% data reatined

Figure 2. Wavelet transform retained data (white)


